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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, drones especially quadcopters are being more widely applied in vast areas 

of applications including commercial purposes. The increase in commercial use is due to 

more efficient, smaller and cheaper electronic components, more powerful processors, 

more reliable and cheaper sensors, and better battery life. Drones are being applied in 

a wide area of applications like transportation, first aid, journalism, recreation, and 

military. And this wide interest motivated the number of researches and investments on 

drones to increase. 

Quadcopters, also called quadrotors, are the most popular type of small-sized drones. 

This is because they offer some better features than other drones. First, the mechanical 

design of the quadcopter is simpler than other types of drones like helicopters. The only 

moving parts of the body are the rotors with the propellers, which have fixed pitch. 

Second, quadcopters are more efficient than helicopters for not having a tail rotor. They 

use the counter-rotation method in their rotors for torque balance. In addition to this, 

because of the small-sized propellers, quadcopters are safer. This makes them 

preferable in indoor and outdoor applications. Also, the ability of quadcopter to hover 

and VTOL (vertical takeoff and landing) adds to their popularity. 

Generally, a quadcopter is a small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), containing four 

identical rotors. The rotors are placed diagonally across a square configuration in an 

upward direction. Fixed pitched propellers are mounted on them to produce thrust and 

torque, which are responsible for the motion of the quadcopter. Opposite rotors are 

considered as a pair and have the same direction of rotation. If one pair rotates in an 

anti-clockwise direction, the other rotor pair should rotate in a clockwise direction.  

By altering the speed of the rotors different cases of movement can be executed. In the 

first case, if all the rotors have the same speed, the rotors produce the same thrust and 

the quadcopter changes altitude or hovers. In the second case, a quadcopter changes 

its yaw angle by giving more speed to one pair. And in the third case, if one of the rotors 

in a pair has more speed and the other less speed, the quadcopter can change its roll 

or pitch angles. 

 

Problem statement 

Even though quadcopter possesses the advantages mentioned in the introduction, their 

flight control is not an easy task. This arises from its non-linearity and uncertainty in its 

dynamics, under-actuated design, and coupled non-linear dynamics [1]–[3]. Many flight 
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control algorithms for quadcopters have been proposed by researchers, each having 

their advantages and disadvantages. These control algorithms differ in their robustness, 

adaptiveness, intelligence, tracking ability, precision, disturbance rejection, etc. Many 

researchers prefer to use linear controllers for simplicity purpose. And a big amount of 

the researches is simulation-based in which it is necessary to prove their performance 

practically.  

In this thesis work, based on sliding mode control and neural networks a full flight 

controller (position and attitude) of an autopilot for a quadcopter will be designed and 

implemented practically.   

 

 

Motivation and objectives 

Nowadays, we can’t think of many areas where quadcopters cannot be applied. With 

this wide application, quadcopters come with specific designs and challenges. Bearing 

this in mind, one can guess that the studies needed to master the technology of 

quadcopters is at its beginning stage. Drone technology is a growing field, in which its 

impact will change the traditional ways of different sectors like transportation. 

Even though, in the future, quadcopters will have wide usage in our lives, the design 

and control system of quadcopters needs a lot of research and must be improved. 

Talking about dynamics, not only its non-linearity but having four inputs and six outputs, 

quadcopter dynamics is underactuated. This makes controlling quadcopters challenging 

and at the same time interesting. The second point to note is that their propellers being 

fixed pitch, quadcopter’s response to command input to change their motion is slow 

when compared with helicopters. And finally, the low-quality sensors equipped in 

nowadays quadcopters are hindering the controllability and stability of quadcopters from 

reaching its best. 

Hence, with the wide area of application, the various purposes and challenges and the 

positive impact of quadcopters in society, the study of controlling and designing 

quadcopters makes it an interesting field. And this project aims at improving current 

challenges in controlling quadcopters partially. 

As a result of this thesis project, a sliding mode control based full flight controller of an 

autopilot for quadcopter will be developed in Matlab. A neural network control strategy 

will be combined to eliminate the chattering problem and to update control parameters. 
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Simulations will be conducted, checking the tracking error of the attitude and position 

of the quadcopter. Necessary improvements will be added to diminish the tracking error 

and improve the robustness of the system.  

 

 

Outline 

The thesis documentation is organized as shown below. 

Chapter 1: Here, an overview of the literature will be analyzed. Different control 

algorithms will be discussed, and one will be proposed for this thesis work. 

 

Chapter 2: In this chapter, the theoretical background of the quadcopter is discussed, 

and the mathematical model will be formulated. 

 

Chapter 3: In this chapter, a Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) combined with artificial 

neural networks will be developed for the flight control of the autopilot. 

 

Chapter 4: Here, the simulation results of the flight control system is shown, and the 

performance measurements are given. 

 

Chapter 5: In the final chapter, the overall conclusion is discussed and 

recommendations for future improvement and implementation are listed out. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, the overview of the literature will be analyzed. Different topics will be 

raised, starting from the early history of quadcopters to the different control theories 

used in current literature. 

 

 

1.1. Quadcopter history 

The first attempt of flying rotorcraft was done in 1907 by French brothers Jacques and 

Louis Breguet [4]. They managed to fly their quadcopter, Gyroplane No 1, few feet from 

the ground although it was very unstable.  

 

Figure 1.1 Oehmichen Helicopter No 2, France-1924 [5] 

In 1924, Étienne Oehmichen was able to fly the Oehmichen No 2, a distance of 360 m 

and later a distance of 1 kilometer [4]–[6]. Oehmichen No 2 had a single motor that 

drove four rotors and eight propellers.  

At a similar time, George de Bothezat with his assistant Ivan Jerome developed a 

quadcopter for the US Army and completed several test flights [4], [6]. The quadcopter 
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had six-bladed rotors in an X-configuration. Around 100 test flights were conducted 

where they attained 5 m as the maximum height. The de Bothezat’s helicopter suffered 

from low power, slow response, mechanical complexity, and high demand for the pilot 

workload [6]. 

 

Figure 1.2 De Bothezat’s helicopter [6] 

In 1956, Convertawings Model A Quadrotor was developed. It had two engines driving 

four rotors using belts [5], [6]. The control was achieved by varying the thrust without 

any need of the tail rotor. Many test flights were conducted, and it was the first four-

rotor helicopter which resulted in a successful forward flight. 

  

 

Figure 1.3 Convortawings model A quadcopter [5] 

Curtiss-Wright company developed the VZ-7 quadcopter in 1958 for the US army [5], 

[6]. The VZ-7 quadcopters are the first drones that have a resemblance to nowadays 
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drones. They use a change of thrust of propellers to control motion. Two VZ-7 

prototypes were created and performed well in hovering and forward flight. In 1960, 

the projected was terminated because it failed to meet military standards. 

 

Figure 1.4 VZ-7 quadcopter [5] 

 

 

1.2.  Quadcopter Control Systems 

Currently the main problems of quadcopter flight control systems are the non-linear 

dynamics and under-actuated design. Many researchers proposed linear controllers like 

PID for the purpose of taking advantage of designing simplicity. But other researches 

show that the overall performance increases if non-linear controllers are used [7]. The 

under-actuation problem is solved by coupling different motion dynamics of the 

quadcopter. Other things that should be addressed are uncertainties in the model, 

external disturbances, aerodynamic effects, etc. Different algorithms have been 

proposed specifically to solve some of the challenges mentioned above [1], [3]. A 

common general block diagram is shown in figure 1.5, which could have different form 

according to the design method though. As can be noted from the literature below, not 

all papers address the overall design of the flight controller. Some are focused on 

designing either attitude controller or altitude controller alone. And another point to be 

noted is that most of the researches are simulation-based which requires extra practical 

verifications and modifications. Some of the researches related to Quadcopter Control 

Systems are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 1.5 Quadcopter control system and its dynamics. 

In [8], an improved PID controller is implemented where the altitude controller consists 

of a multi-loop controller. The outer loop is a multi-mode combination of linear and non-

linear controller, the inner loop was a PID controller. The authors proved a smooth 

transition between the linear and non-linear modes. The performance of the new 

algorithm is shown in comparison to a conventional PID controller. The authors improved 

the altitude reference tracking while taking advantage of the computationally simple 

control system. The controller was employed on the Pixhawk flight controller operating 

DJI-F450 quadcopter. 

Robust output controllers are experimentally verified for roll and pitch angle tracking in 

[9]. Three robust output controllers, a consecutive compensator and its modifications 

[10]–[12], were verified. The authors used an integral term in the consecutive 

compensator to remove steady-state error triggered by external disturbance. And to 

avoid integrator windup, a back-calculation approach to the controller is used. 

In [7], a review of 12 types of controllers for the quadcopter is given. The advantages 

and disadvantages of several linear and non-linear algorithms namely, PID, 

Backstepping, Sliding Mode, Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), Feedback Linearization, 

Robust, Adaptive, Optimal, H∞, L1, Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Neural Networks are 

thoroughly analyzed. The authors provided a comparison of the control algorithms in 

terms of their adaptiveness, robustness, optimality, tracking ability, intelligence, 

convergence, simplicity, etc. They concluded that even the finest non-linear or linear 

controllers have limits and proposed hybrid systems offer better performance as they 

include advantages from more than one control algorithm. Based on the idea of this 

paper, a hybrid controller is going to be implemented in this thesis work. The preferred 

control algorithm is Sliding Mode Control combined with some intelligent control 

algorithms like Artificial Neural Networks or Fuzzy logic. 
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In [13], the authors implemented a hybrid non-linear position control system composed 

of MPC and fuzzy feedforward compensator that can eliminate cross-coupling 

disturbances and external disturbances. The fuzzy feedforward compensator is used to 

deliver feedforward compensation to the altitude loop. Performance comparisons were 

made against the conventional PD control systems and they proved good trajectory 

tracking using simulations. The proposed control system showed robustness to 

uncertainties. 

In [14], a hybrid non-linear position control system composed of traditional PD and PD-

type fuzzy was implemented. The control system showed robustness when subjected to 

external disturbances and uncertainties and good noise rejection capability when the 

Fuzzy logic compensator was implemented. The results were verified experimentally 

using the AR.Drone2. 

Neuro-fuzzy controller integrated with SMC was implemented in [15] to control the 

position of a quadcopter. A Generic evolving neuro-fuzzy controller was proposed where 

the evolving structure was created using an incremental learning strategy called 

GENEFIS, and the parameters were updated using a learning algorithm based on SMC. 

The results of the proposed controller were compared to a PID controller and excelled 

in robustness, tracking error. Although the proposed controller has a slower rise time 

than the PID but stabilized the quadcopter quicker. 

A global fast Dynamic Terminal Sliding Mode Control (DTSMC) is studied in [16] for 

attitude and position tracking control problem. In this paper, the TSMC is used to 

achieve finite-time convergence. The terminal switching plane variable has a non-linear 

term of the velocity error, unlike the conventional linear SMC. The DTSMC proved to 

eliminate the chattering effect shown in TSMC in addition to finite-time convergence and 

reduction of error in finite time. This paper focused on finite-time stabilization rather 

than robust flight control design which is common in the most existing literature. 

In [17], a sliding mode control based on least square is proposed for chattering 

elimination and energy saving. A saturation function is used around the boundary to 

minimize chattering and sliding surface with integral term is designed to improve 

tracking capability. The result is compared with PD and PID controllers. And the 

proposed controller performed well in chattering and tracking error reduction. 

In [18], neural-network was combined with SMC for position and attitude control. The 

designed controller had four sub-controllers, namely the roll angle, pitch angle, yaw 

angle, and altitude controllers. The coefficients of the sliding surface in all these 

controllers were adaptively adjusted by the neural network technique. The results 
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showed the cancelation of the chattering effect of SMC. The authors compared their 

proposed algorithm with those in [19] and [16]. The proposed algorithm outperformed 

in speed, accuracy, sensitivity to disturbances and parameter variations, and chattering 

effect. Similarly, the author from [20], used a simple Analog Neural Networks to 

adaptively adjust the coefficient of the altitude sliding surface. The results were 

compared with a second-order sliding mode controller in [19] and excelled in 

performance. 

Adaptive Fuzzy Gain Scheduling Sliding Mode Control (AFGS-SMC) is designed in [21] 

to control attitude. The method proved to eliminate the chattering effect of SMC under 

external disturbances and parametric uncertainties. The performance of the fuzzy gain 

scheduling is compared with another technique called the Boundary Layer method and 

outperformed in chattering elimination. Similarly, adaptive fuzzy gain scheduling is used 

for similar purposes in [22] for an integral sliding mode controller.  

In [23], two techniques to eliminate the chattering effect of SMC for attitude control 

were used. The authors compared Adaptive Fuzzy Gain Scheduling based SMC (AFGS-

SMC) and Adaptive Neural Gain Scheduling based SMC (ANGS-SMC). And FFT of the 

control torques indicates ANGS-SMC reduced the chattering effect better than AFGS-

SMC without compromising the transient characteristics. Hence the authors proved the 

better performance of simple neural networks over the fuzzy logic system in the 

elimination of chattering. 

 

 

1.3.  Conclusion 

SMC is one of the most popular control algorithms used. Its popularity arises from its 

quick response, good transient response, good robustness to external disturbances and 

uncertainties [18]. Besides, it uses fast switching control law to jump the system from 

any initial state on to the switching surface (reaching or hitting phase) and to keep the 

states on the surface (sliding phase) for all time [21]. But SMC has some drawbacks. 

To name some; high-frequency chattering of the control signal, tracking performance 

in finite time, vulnerability to sensor noise, production of unnecessary large control 

signal to overcome parametric uncertainties, and dependency on accuracy of plant 

dynamics. The chattering effect is the most concerning problem of SMC which can be a 

cause for unnecessary energy loss, hardware damage over time and it may excite 

unmodelled high-frequency dynamics. Many methods are used to reduce this problem 
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such as boundary layer method, higher-order SMC. However, these methods come with 

performance and complexity tradeoffs respectively. 

Knowledge-based intelligent controllers have become famed for their model-

independent methods. They don’t require any model structure. The most common are 

fuzzy logic and neural network control methods. As seen in the review both methods 

complemented the SMC in removing the chattering problem and tuned the sliding 

surface parameters online. 

Thus, by combining fuzzy logic and neural networks with SMC a combined advantage 

can be achieved. The purpose of this thesis is to design a sliding mode controller for a 

quadcopter where the parameters of the sliding surface are adaptively tuned by neural 

networks. And the expected results of the hybrid flight controller are; robust against 

parameter uncertainties and external disturbances, small tracking error, reduced 

chattering and adaptive behavior.  

So, to conclude the chapter, the overview of different articles has been discussed and it 

would be good to mention the contribution of the thesis. The purpose of the thesis is to 

design a full flight controller for an autopilot which, 

• has fast response and good transient response, 

• is robust to uncertainties and external disturbances, 

• is adaptive and self-learning to changes and 

• stable, accurate, and efficient. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

In this chapter, the mathematical model of the dynamics of the quadcopter is 

formulated. Starting from the kinematics of the quadcopter, the dynamic model will be 

formulated based on Newton-Euler equations. The following formulations are based on 

[24]–[27].  

 

 

2.1. Preliminary notions 

For formulating the mathematical model, two frames of reference are considered, the 

body frame (ℱB) and the inertial frame of reference (ℱE). The origin of the ℱB is presumed 

to coincide with the center of Gravity of the quadcopter structure. Commonly, two types 

of configurations are used in quadcopter applications, namely the “+” configuration and 

the “X” configuration. For this thesis project, the “+” configuration is selected, where 

the x-axis of the body frame is along the arm of the first rotor, the y-axis is along the 

second rotor arm and the z-axis completes the right-hand rule. Positive forward motion 

is assumed in the positive x-axis direction. In ℱE, the positive direction of the z-axis 

points away from Earth’s surface. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Inertial and body frames. 

ℱE 

ℱB 
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The reason for having two frames of reference is that some quantities of the motion are 

measured in the body while others are measured in the inertial frame. 

The vectors � and 1 define the position and orientation of the body frame in the inertial 

frame of reference, which are expressed in the following equations [27].  

 

 � =  3� � 	4"  ∈  ℝ7 (2.1) 

 
 1 =  3
 � �4"  ∈  ℝ7 (2.2) 

 
 
 � =  3� 14  =  3� � 	 
 � �4"  ∈  ℝ8 (2.3) 

 
 

The position of the quadcopter is defined by three points (�, �, 	) in the 3-D inertial frame. 

Similarly, the attitude is described by three angles (
, �, �), which are commonly called 

the Euler angles. These angles (
, �, �) represent the roll, pitch and yaw angles which 

are rotations around the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Euler angles and linear velocities in body frame. 

Linear velocities in the body frame are defined by the vector � and similarly, the angular 

rates are defined by vector �� in body frame [27]. 

 

 �  =  3� � �4"  ∈  ℝ7 (2.4) 
 


 99 

� 
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 ��  =  3� � �4"  ∈  ℝ7 (2.5) 
 

 
 

� =  3� �� 4  =  3� � � � � �4"  ∈  ℝ8 (2.6) 

 

 

2.2. Kinematics 

In kinematics, the motion of the quadcopter will be described without considering forces 

and moments acting on the body. The kinematics of the 6 DOF quadcopter is given as 

follows [27]: 

 �: =  & ∙  � (2.7) 
 

Where �: – is the generalized velocity vector in the inertial frame, 

          � – the is generalized velocity vector in body frame, and 

          & – is generalized transformation and rotation matrix. 

Equation (2.7) can be separately expressed for the linear and angular velocities as 

follows: 

 

 �: =  � ∙  � 
 1: =  � ∙  �� 
 

 

 
 
(2.8) 

Where � – is a rotational matrix and  

          � – is a transformation matrix. 

 

The rotation matrix is used to transform measured linear velocity vectors from the body 

frame to the inertial frame. The rotation sequence of the rotation matrix is described as 

a sequence of rotations about the z-axis (yaw), about the y-axis (pitch) and then about 

the x-axis (roll) consecutively. The rotation matrix is given as follows [24], [25]: 
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 � =  �<=�> ∙ �?=�> ∙ �@=
>   
� =  AB=�>B=�> *=
>*=�>B=�> − B=
>*=�> B=
>*=�>B=�> + *=
>*=�>B=�>*=�> *=
>*=�>*=�> + B=
>B=�> B=
>*=�>*=�> − *=
>B=�>−*=�> *=
>B=�> B=
>B=�> E 

 
 
 
 
(2.9) 

 

Where s and c represent sine and cosine respectively.  

The transformation matrix T is used to transform angular rates in the body frame to 

Euler angular rates in the inertial frame. And it is given as [27]: 

 T =  ⎣⎢
⎢⎡1 tan=�> sin=
> tan=�> cos=
>0 cos=
> − sin=
>0 sin=
>cos=�> cos=
>cos=�> ⎦⎥

⎥⎤  
 
(2.10) 

 

As can be seen from the transformation matrix, a singularity occurs at � =  ±90X. So, to 

keep the quadcopter from becoming unstable, the pitch angle should be kept small. 

Equations (2.8) can be written in matrix form as shown below. 

 

 

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎡�:�:	:
:�:�: ⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥
⎤

=  Y � 07@707@7 � Z 
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎡������ ⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎤
 

 
 
 
 
 
(2.11) 

 

Therefore, the kinematic equations are given as: 

 

 

⎩⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎧

�: =  �3B=�>B=�>4 − �3B=
>*=�> − B=�>*=
>*=�>4 + �3*=
>*=�> + B=
>B=�>*=�>4�: = �3B=�>*=�>4 + �3B=
>B=�> + *=
>*=�>*=�>4 − �3B=�>*=
> − B=
>*=�>*=�>4	: =  −�3*=�>4 + �3B=�>*=
>4 + �3B=
>B=�>4
: =  � + �3*=
>_=�>4 + �3B=
>_=�>4�: = �3B=
>4 − �3*=
>4�: = � `*=
>B=�>a + � `B=
>B=�>a
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2.12) 
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2.3. Dynamics 

To formulate the dynamic equations, Euler’s equations and Newton’s law will be 

followed. The assumptions shown below are made for the formulation of dynamic 

equations. 

• The quadcopter body is rigid and symmetrical. 

• The propellers are also rigid. 

• The thrust force and reactive torque are directly proportional to the square of 

the angular speed of the propellers. 

• Ground effect, air drag, air resistance and blade flapping are ignored. 

Newton’s law for the net forces acting on the quadcopter can be expressed as given 

below: 

 

 �b�� × � + :�d =  ��  (2.13) 
 

Where � – is mass of the quadcopter and  

          �� – is the total force acting on the quadcopter body.  

The total moment acting using Euler’s equation is expressed as in Equation 2.14. 

 

 � ∙ �: � + �� × =� + ��> =  ��   (2.14) 
 

Where � – is inertia matrix and 

         �� – is the total torque and moment acting on the body. 

Assuming the quadcopter body is symmetrical, the off-diagonal elements of the inertia 

matrix are equal to zero. The inertia matrix is given as follows. 

 

 � =  A�++ 0 00 �ee 00 0 �ffE   
 
(2.15) 

 

So, the dynamic equations in the body frame can be written as follows: 
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⎩⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎧

g+  =  � =�� − �� + �: >ge  =  � =�� − �� + �:  >gf  =  � =�� − �� + �: >�+  =  �:�+ + ���f − ���e �e  =  �: �e + ���+ − ���f�f  =  �:�f + ���e − ���+
 

 
 
 
 
 
(2.16) 

 

 

2.4. Forces and moments 

Here, the external forces, moments and aerodynamic effects will be discussed. 

1. The gravitational force: this force is due to the gravity of the Earth and acts on 

the center of gravity of the quadcopter body. It is directed along the negative z-axis 

direction of the inertial frame of reference and can be expressed in the body frame as: 

 

 �� =  −�h �" (2.17) 
 

Where �� – is a gravitational force in the body frame. 

 

2. Movement thrust and torques: these forces and torques are influenced by the 

propeller angular speed, %�. They are controllable and include the thrust force along the 

positive z-axis direction in the body frame and three torques about each body axis. Each 

actuator can produce a thrust force, which can be expressed as follows: 

 

 �� =  !" %�i 
 

(2.18) 

Where �� – is the thrust force produced by rotor   and 

          !" – is the thrust proportionality coefficient 

 

The difference in angular speed between the two pairs of rotors produces a reactive 

torque (hub torque or yaw) about the z-axis and torque produced by each rotor can be 

given as: 
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 #� =  !$ %�i 
 

(2.19) 

Where #� – is the torque created by rotor   
          !$ – is torque coefficient. 

 

The quadcopter has four movement variables, which can be controlled to achieve the 

desired attitude and position. These are controlled by manipulating the angular speeds 

of the rotors. A 6 DOF motion is achieved by combining these basic movements. As 

shown in figure 2.3, opposite propellers should rotate in the same direction. In this 

thesis the directions are that motors 1 and 3 produce rotations in a counterclockwise 

direction and motors 2 and 4 in the clockwise direction when seen from the top. The 

forward movement is in the direction of the positive x-axis. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Thrusts and directions of angular speed of rotors. 

The first controlled movement U1, which is in the positive direction of ZB, is realized by 

producing the same amount of thrust. The total thrust can be increased or decreased 

by increasing or increasing the amount of angular speed in all rotors equally. The total 

thrust creates pure vertical motion when the pitch and roll angles are equal to zero. If 

these angles are non-zero, a combination of horizontal and vertical motions is realized. 

Controlled movement U1 is expressed as follows: 

Ω4±ΔΩ Ω3±ΔΩ 

Ω1±ΔΩ Ω2±ΔΩ 
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 jk = �" =  !"  = %ki + %ii + %7i + %li > 
 

(2.20) 

Where �" - is the sum of all thrusts, m ��. 
 

The second controlled movement U2 is the roll motion no, which is torque about XB. 

Positive rotation about the x-axis is realized by increasing the angular speed of propeller 

2 and decreasing that of propeller 4 by the same quantity. This positive rotation about 

the x-axis creates a translational motion in the negative direction of the y-axis. The 

amount of change in angular speed should be selected in such a way that the roll motion 

doesn’t affect the vertical motion. Controlled movement U2 is expressed as follows. 

 

 ji = no =  p!" = %ii − %li > 
 

(2.21) 

Where p – is the length between the axis of rotation of the rotor and center of the 

quadcopter. 

 

Controlled movement U3 is the pitch motion nq, which is torque about YB. Positive 

rotation about the y-axis is realized by increasing the angular speed of propeller 3 and 

decreasing that of propeller 1 by the same quantity. This positive rotation about the y-

axis creates a translational motion in the positive direction of the x-axis. Similarly, the 

amount of change in angular speed should be selected in such a way that the pitch 

motion doesn’t affect the altitude position. The controlled movement U3 is expressed as 

shown below: 

  

 j7 = nq =  p!" = %7i − %ki > 
 

(2.22) 

 

The last controlled movement U4 is the yaw motion nr, which is torque about ZB. This 

torque is created due to the unbalance of moments of the pair rotors. To get a positive 

rotation about the z-axis, the angular speed of the counterclockwise rotating propellers 

(propeller 1 and 3) should be decreased and the angular speed of the other pair should 

be increased. Controlled movement U4 is expressed as follows: 

 

 jl = nr =  !$ = %ii + %li − %ki − %7i> (2.23) 
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The above controlled thrust and torques can be written in matrix form as shown below. 

 

 sm ��nonqnr
t =  s !" !"0 p!" !" !"0 −p!"−p!" 0−!$ !$ p!" 0−!$ !$

t ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡%ki%ii%7i%li⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ 
 

 
 
 
(2.24) 

 

3. Gyroscopic torque: this torque occurs due to the alteration in the axis of rotation 

of the rotating body. It depends on the angular speed of the propellers, the motor’s 

inertia, and the rolling pitching rates (� and �). 

 

 nq�euv = &' � w x30z = %k + %7 − %i − %l > 
 no�euv = &' � w x30z =− %k − %7 + %i + %l > 
 

 
 
 
(2.25) 

Where &' – is the inertia of each rotor. 

 

4. Drag force and torque: these are created due to the aerodynamic drag and air 

frictions. They can be modeled in terms of velocities and angular rates as follows. 

   

 �( =  A!(+�:!(e�:!(f	: E 
 

n( =  A!)+
:!)e9:!)f�: E 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(2.26) 

Where �( and n( – are drag force and torque. 

          !( and !) – are drag force and torque coefficients. 

 

There are other aerodynamic effects which can influence the flight dynamics. The ground 

effect, which occurs when flying near the ground, and blade flapping are going to be 
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neglected in this thesis. Air resistance and air drag will be considered in the acceleration 

equations. 

Therefore, considering the moments and forces discussed above, equations (2.16) can 

be re-written as: 

 

 

⎩⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎧

�h3*=�>4  =  � =�:  + �� − ��>−�h3B=�>*=
>4  =  � =�:  + �� − ��>−�h3B=�>B=
>4 +  �" =  � =�:  + �� − ��>no + no�euv =  �:�+ + ��b�f − �ednq + nq�euv =  �: �e + �� =�+ − �f>nr  =  �:�f + ��b �e − �+d
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(2.27) 

 

 

Equation (2.27) can be re-written as follows. 

 

 

⎩⎪
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎪⎧  �: =  = �� − ��> + g+��: =  = �� − ��> + ge��: =  = �� − ��> + gf��: =  �+�+ + �� b�e −  �fd�+�: =  �e�e + �� = �f − �+>�e�: =  �f�f + �� b �+ − �ed�f 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(2.28) 

 

Considering equations (2.12) and (2.28) a vector of 12 states can be formed as follows. 

 

 { =  3� � 	 � � � 
 � � � � �4  ∈  ℝki 
 

(2.29) 

 

Using Newton’s second law and Euler’s kinematic equation (equations 2.14), a second 

variant of dynamic state equations, which is useful for designing a control system, can 

be formulated. Air drag and air resistance will be considered in the following equations. 

According to Newton’s second law, 
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 � :� = � �| − �( =  �"  � ∙ 	̂ − �h ~001� −  !( ~�:�:	:� 
 

 
(2.30) 

Where 	̂ – unit vector in the z-direction, 

          �" – thrust force, 

 

Therefore, the position state equations can be given as: 

 

 

⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧�� = �"� 3B=
>*=�>B=�> + *=
>*=�>4 − !(+� �:  

�� = �"� 3B=
>*=�>*=�> − *=
>B=�>4 − !(e� �:
	� = �"� 3B=
>B=�>4 − !(f� 	: − h

 

 
 
 
 
(2.31) 

 

To formulate attitude state equations, an assumption �
:  �:  �: �" = 3� � �4",  is made 

considering small angles of movement [24]. Torque resulting from air drag and 

resistance is introduced. The last three equations of (2.28) can be re-written as follows: 

 

 

⎩⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎧
� = n+�+ +  b�e −  �fd�+ 9:�: − no�euv�+ − !)+�+ 
:

9� = ne�e +  = �f − �+>�e 
: �: − n��euv�e − !)e�e 9:
�� = nf�f +  b �+ − �ed�f 
: 9: − !)f�f �:

 

 
 
 
 
 
(2.32) 

 

 

Considering equations (2.12), (2.31) and (2.32) another vector of 12 states can be 

formed as follows. 

 

 { =  �� �:  � �:  	 	: 
 
:  � �:  � �: �  ∈  ℝki 
 

(2.33) 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. FLIGHT CONTROL DESIGN 

In this chapter, a flight controller for the attitude and position tracking will be designed. 

A sliding mode control will be designed. Then with the aid of a simple neural network 

back propagation technique, a parameter of the sliding surface will be tuned for 

adaptation purposes. The full control structure includes an outer-loop that controls the 

position and an inner-loop which controls the attitude of the quadcopter. 

 

 

3.1. Control Problem Statement 

Equations (2.31) and (2.32) can be re-written as compact affine non-linear space form 

as follows: 

 

 ��:� = ���k�:��k = g=�> + ℎ=�>�� + �=�> 
 

(3.1) 

Where �� - represents the 12 states of equation (2.33), 

         g=�> and ℎ=�> ≠ 0 - are non-linear, real and known functions of �, 

         �=�> - represents disturbances and uncertainties, and 

          �� - represents the four control inputs.  

 

In designing the controller, �=�> will be considered as unmodelled dynamics and it will 

be ignored. 

The control problem is to track position and attitude asymptotically, �� → ��(, in the 

occurrence of parametric uncertainties in g=�> and ℎ=�> and disturbances �=�>. 
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3.2. Controller design 

To design the controller, the dynamic equations (2.31) and (2.32) can be re-written in 

the form of equation (3.1) as follows: 

 

⎩⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎪⎪⎪
⎧�:k = �i�:i = 304 + `B=
>*=�>B=�> + *=
>*=�>� a jk + Y− !(+� �:Z�:7 = �l�:l = 304 + `B=
>*=�>*=�> − *=
>B=�>� a jk + Y− !(e� �:Z�:� = �8�:8 = 3−h4 + `B=
>B=�>� a jk + Y− !(f� 	:Z�:� = ���:� = 304 + Y 1�+Z ji + ` b�e −  �fd�+ 9:�: − no�euv�+ − !)+�+ 
: a�:� = �kX�:kX = 304 + ` 1�ea j7 + ` = �f − �+>�e 
: �: − n��euv�e − !)e�e 9:a�:kk = �ki�:ki = 304 + Y1�fZ jl + ` b �+ − �ed�f 
: 9: − !)f�f �: a

 

 
 

(3.2) 

 

Driving the control law for the above dynamic equation is similar. The altitude controller 

is designed below.  

The sliding surface or manifold where the sliding motion takes place is defined by: 

 

 
*f = -f=	( − 	> + =	:( − 	:> 

 

(3.3) 

Where -f > 0 – is slope of the sliding line.  

          	( – is the desired value of 	. 

 

The time derivative of the sliding surface is given in equation (3.4) and equation (3.5) 

is found by replacing the altitude dynamics in equation (3.4). As mentioned above, �=�> 
will be ignored which represents the unmodelled dynamics and disturbances. 
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*:f = -f=	:( − 	:> + =	�( − 	�> 

 

(3.4) 

 

 

*:f = -f=	:( − 	:> + 	�( − B=
>B=�>� jk + h 

 

(3.5) 

Let the reaching law be defined by: 

 

 
*:f = −.f tanh =*f> 

 

(3.6) 

Where .f – a positive design parameter 

 

By substituting equation (3.6) into equation (3.5), the control law is designed as: 

 

 

jk = � `-f=	:( − 	:> + 	�( + h + .f tanh =*f>B=
>B=�> a 
 

(3.7) 

 

The other controllers are also designed in a similar way. The altitude command derived 

from the x-dynamics is given by equation (3.8). 

 

 

jk = � `-+=�:( − �:> + ��( + .+  tanh =*+>B=
>*=�>B=�> + *=
>*=�> a 
 

(3.8) 

 

The altitude command derived from the y-dynamics is given by equation (3.9). 

 

 

jk = � `-e=�:( − �:> + ��( + .e tanh =*e>B=
>*=�>*=�> − *=
>B=�> a 
 

(3.9) 

 

The roll command is given by equation (3.10). 
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ji = �+�-o=
: ( − 
: > + 
� ( + .o tanh =*o>� 

 

(3.10) 

 

The pitch command is given by equation (3.11). 

 
j7 = �e�-�b�:( − �: d + ��( + .� tanh =*�>� 

 

(3.11) 

 

The yaw command is given by equation (3.12). 

 

 
jl = �f�-rb�: ( − �:d + �� ( + .r tanh =*r>� 

 

(3.12) 

 

As can be seen from equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) the altitude control law is 

overdetermined. So, to approximate the altitude control law, the least-squares method 

[17] is used. Equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) can be rewritten in the following matrix 

from. 

 

 

jk AB=
>*=�>B=�> + *=
>*=�>B=
>*=�>*=�> − *=
>B=�>B=
>B=�> E = � A �+�e�f + hE 
 

(3.13) 

Where �+ = -+=�:( − �:> + ��( + .+  tanh =*+>, 
          �e = -e=�:( − �:> + ��( + .e  tanh =*e> and 

          �f = -f=	:( − 	:> + 	�( + h + .f  tanh =*f> 
 

After rearranging equation (3.13) it can be written as given below. 

 

 
��jk = ! 

 

(3.14) 

Where � = ~B=�> *=�> 0*=�> −B=�> 00 0 1�, � = AB=
>*=�>*=
>B=
>B=�>E and ! = � A �+�e�f + hE 
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Now, applying the least-squares algorithm to equation (3.14), we get 

 

 

�"��jk = �"! 
         �jk = �"! 
 

(3.15) 

 

Matrix A is orthogonal and its square yields an identity matrix. Squaring equation (3.15) 

and computing for jk the following altitude control law is achieved. 

 

 

�"�jki = =�"!>"�"! 
   jk = ���+i + �ei + =�f + h>i 
 

(3.16) 

 

 

3.2.1. Stability  

To proof the stability of the controllers, the following Lyapunov function candidate is 

selected. The derivative of the function : , will be negative if .+,  is selected as real 

positive, which ensures the Lyapunov stability of the system. 

 

 

 = 12 *+, 
          : = *+,*+�: = −.+,  *+,  tanh =*+,> 
 
 

(3.17) 

 

 

3.3. Attitude trajectory generation 

In autonomous quadcopters the desired position and yaw is inputted by the operator. 

This is because of the underactuated behavior of the quadcopter. The desired 

trajectories in x and y-directions are tracked by pitching and rolling the quadcopter 

respectively. Therefore, the desired trajectories of roll and pitch angles are determined 

from the position controller values in the outer loop as in [17]. Expanding the matrix of 

equation (3.15), we get  
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                     B=
>*=�> jk = �=B=�>�+ + *=�>�e>                               *=
> jk = �=*=�>�+ − B=�>�e> B=
>B=�> jk = �=�f + h> (3.18) 

 

Solving for roll and pitch angles from equations (3.17) and expressing them as desired 

values yields equation (3.18). 

 

 

                                
( = arctan = *=�(>�+ − B=�(>�e�=B=�(>�+ + *=�(>�e>i + =�f + h>i> 
  �( = arctan =B=�(>�+ + *=�(>�e�f + h > 
 

(3.19) 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the full block diagram of the quadcopter control structure and 

dynamics.  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the quadcopter control system. 

 

 

3.4. Adaptive control design using ANN 

An analog neural network which updates the parameter of the sliding surface -+,, is 

implemented [20]. The structure of the neural network is shown in figure 3.2. The inputs 

to the neural network are the tracking error and its derivative, while the output is *+,.  
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Figure 3.2 Structure of the neural network. 

As can be seen from the above figure, *+, is an output of an activation function. An 

activation function in neural networks transforms the summed weighted inputs into 

output and adds non-linearity property. There are different types of activation functions. 

Some of the common ones are sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent functions. In this thesis, 

both functions will be experimented, and the more suitable function will be selected. 

Both functions are non-linear, differentiable and monotonic. The sigmoid and hyperbolic 

tangent functions are given in equations (3.21) and (3.22) respectively. 

 

 # = -+,�+, + �:+, 
 

(3.20) 

 

 

g=#> = tanh=#> = ���)$ − ����)$���)$ + ����)$ 

 

(3.21) 

 

 

g=#> = sigmoid=#> = �=1 − ����)$>=1 + ����)$>  

 

(3.22) 

Where a – parameter that determines the shape of the tanh function. 

 

For updating the sliding surface parameter -+, in a way that minimizes the tracking 

error, a back propagation with gradient descent algorithm is implemented, which is 

given by equation (3.23) [20], [28]. 

 

 

Σ 

Neural network 
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-+,,� ¡ = -+, − / ¢£¢-+, 
 

(3.23) 

Where £ = ki �+�i , 

          -+,,� ¡ – updated value and 

          / – learning rate. 

The gradient descent is calculated using chain rule as follows. 

 

 

¢£¢-+, = ¢£¢�� ∙ ¢��¢*+, ∙ ¢*+,¢# ∙ ¢#¢-+, = �+, ∙ ¢£¢-+, ∙  g¤=#> ∙ �+,   
 

(3.24) 

 

Assuming the hyperbolic tangent is the activation function, the derivative of g=#> is g′=#> = � − a ∙ tanh =#>  and from [20], [28], ¦§¦¨©, = 1. Replacing these values in equation 

(3.23), we get 

 

 
-+,,� ¡ = -+, − /�+�i =� − a ∙ tanh =#>> 

 

(3.25) 

 

So, all the necessary controllers are designed, and the next step is to implement them 

in Simulink/Matlab. The simulation results of the implemented system will be given in 

the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The control system with the quadcopter dynamics is implemented in Simulink/Matlab. 

The Simulink quadcopter model of [29] is used as a starting point. A new control system 

is implemented, and the dynamics block is modified so that to fit the dynamic equations 

of this thesis. Two groups of trajectory commands are used to test the performance of 

the system. The first group consists of constant value inputs that are used to analyze 

the settling time, maximum overshoot and reaching time. The second group contains 

varying linear commands which helps to evaluate the tracking ability of the system. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Simulink block diagram of the whole system. 

The parameter values of the quadcopter model simulated are given in Table 4.1. And in 

Table 4.2, the controllers’ parameter values are given. 
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Table 4.1 Quadcopter model parameter values. 

Nr Parameter Value Unit 

1 Mass (�) 1.023 ªh 

2 �++ 0.0095 « ∙ *i ∙ ����k 
3 �ee 0.0095 « ∙ *i ∙ ����k 
4 �ff 0.0186 « ∙ *i ∙ ����k 
5 &' 3.7882e-06 « ∙ *i ∙ ����k 
6 !" 1.4865e-07 ����i 
7 !$ 2.9250e-09 ªh ∙ � ∙ ����i 
8 h 9.81 � ∙ *�i 
9 p 0.2223 � 

 

 

Table 4.2 Controller parameters used for simulation. 

Nr Parameter Value 

1 .+ 2.2 

2 .e 2.2 

3 .f 14.8 

4 -+ 0.2 

5 -e 0.22 

6 -f 1.3 

7 .o 97 

8 .� 97 

9 .r 50 

10 -o 1.9 

11 -� 1.8 

12 -r 3 
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4.1. Trajectory command 1 

Here the first type of trajectory commands is going to be used. First, the comparison 

between the two activation functions used in the controllers will be shown. As a sample 

the X and Y-position controllers are selected. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 X-position response for tanh and sigmoid functions 

 

Figure 4.3 Y-position response for tanh and sigmoid functions 
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As can be seen from figures 4.2 and 4.3, the response of the controller, where tanh is 

used as an activation function, has faster reach-time but more overshoot. Besides, 

similar experiment was carried for Z-position controller, but the performance of both 

activation functions was the similar. In the following simulation results, tanh was used 

as an activation function. 

Next, the position state responses of two controllers, the SMC and SMC with ANN, is 

shown. Figures (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) show the responses of both controllers to input 

values of (1, 1, 3) given as (x, y, z) target point. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 X-state response of the SMC and SMC with NN controllers. 
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Figure 4.5 Y-state response of the SMC and SMC with NN controllers. 

 

Figure 4.6 Z-state response of the SMC and SMC with NN controllers. 
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The summary of the performance of the controllers for the given input is shown in Table 

(4.3) below. Error accuracy of 0.02 is taken. 

 

Table 4.3 Steady-state transient response performance indicators. 

Nr  State SMC NN SMC  

1 Reaching time in 

seconds 

X 4.750 16.070 

Y 4.328 23.367 

Z 3.240 3.310 

2 Overshoot by 

percentage (%) 

X 1.4 0 

Y 2.1 0 

Z 0.47 0.47 

3 Settling time in 

seconds 

X 4.750 16.070 

Y 4.328 23.367 

Z 3.240 3.310 

4 Steady-state 

error in meters 

X 0.002 0.002 

Y 0.002 0.008 

Z 0.014 0.014 

 

Below, the plots of the Euler angles, linear velocity and angular rate in the body frame 

and the control law for the first input group are shown. 
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Figure 4.7 Plot of Euler angles. 

 

Observing the plots of Euler angles, body linear velocities and body angular rates in 

figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 respectively, it can be concluded that all the states are stable 

and have acceptable range of values. 
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Figure 4.8 Linear velocities in the body frame. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Angular rates in the body frame. 
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Figure 4.10 displays the output of the four controllers (control law). As can be seen from 

the plots, the chattering effect can be seen in small levels in phi and theta-controller. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Output of the four controllers. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the online update of the alpha parameter of the sliding surface by 

the neural network in the position controllers. As we can see from the figure, the neural 

network updates the coefficient of the sliding surface, in which it decreases as the state 

error decreases. 

 

Figure 4.11 Values of the sliding surface coefficient. 

 

 

4.2. Trajectory command 2 

To check the tracking capability of the controllers, a continuously varying trajectory is 

given as an input. As a comparison, a PID controller from [29] is included. First the plots 

of X, Y and Z are shown separately and later the 3-D view of the path followed is shown. 
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Figure 4.12 Trajectory tracking of the X-state. 

 

Figure 4.13 Trajectory tracking of the Y-state. 
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Figure 4.14 Trajectory tracking of the Z-state. 

As can be seen from the above figures, both sliding mode controllers showed better 

tracking performance over the PID controller. It can be noted that when the trajectory 

path changes abruptly, the sliding mode controllers are seen to have larger tracking 

error than the PID. But with time, the tracking error is minimized contrary to the 

constant tracking error in the PID. 

For better visualization, the path followed by the quadcopter for the second group of 

inputs is shown in 3-dimensional plot in the following figures. 

Z
[m
]
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Figure 4.15 Three-dimensional view of the trajectory followed. 

 

Figure 4.16 Lateral view of the trajectory followed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS  

In this chapter the overall conclusion of the thesis will be discussed. And finally, 

recommendations for future improvement and practical implementation are given. 

 

 

5.1. Summary and conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis is to design and evaluate a non-linear position and attitude 

flight controller for a quadcopter using sliding mode technique aided by artificial neural 

networks. First the mathematical model is derived based on two frames of references. 

Then 6 controllers, 3 for the position and 3 for the attitude are derived. But since the 

quadcopter dynamics is underactuated, the overdetermined controlled variable is solved 

using least-squares method. And for autonomous control purposes the trajectory 

commands of the rolling and pitching motions are determined from the X and Y 

controllers. Then a simple neural network structure is implemented to adaptively tune 

a coefficient of the sliding surface. Finally, the designed control system and dynamics 

are implemented and evaluated in Simulink/Matlab. Below are some important points 

of the designed control system. 

 

5.1.1. Transient and steady-state response 

As seen in chapter 4, the sliding mode controller with a neural network shows good 

transient and steady-state response. It shows good settling time, small overshoot and 

small steady-state error. And in terms of the chattering effect, there was no major 

chattering problem. 

 

5.1.2. Robustness  

In the design of the controller the term �=�> in the dynamical equations is ignored, to 

account for modeling inaccuracy, uncertainties and external disturbances. And the 

control system designed shows good performance, even though this dynamic term is 

ignored. Additionally, the controller is robust to an increase in mass up to 20%. But, in 

terms of external disturbance, the system showed a larger steady-state error.  
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5.1.3. Tracking Performance 

In terms of tracking capability, the sliding mode control system showed very good 

performance. Its tendency to minimize tracking error was better than the PID controller 

shown in chapter 4. The only problem seen is that when the trajectory changes abruptly, 

the system takes time to minimize the tracking error. And this arises from the trajectory 

speed and acceleration limitations of the controller. 

 

5.1.4. Adaptivity  

The addition of the artificial neural network structure is to adaptively tune the coefficient 

of the sliding surface. And with the help of this, in the first group of inputs, the sliding 

mode controller with neural network shows better performance in terms of settling time. 

But in the second group of trajectories the performance is similar. 

 

5.1.5. Attitude command generation 

In autonomous quadcopters, the commands from the operator are only the position and 

the yaw commands. And the roll and pitch commands should be determined from the 

position controllers. In this thesis the roll and pitch commands are determined from the 

position controllers which makes it suitable for autonomous applications. 

 

 

5.2. Limitations 

The following limitations were observed in the design and performance of the overall 

system. 

• Due to the singularity in the transformation matrix, � =  ±90X, it was made that 

trajectory command for the pitch and roll angles are in the range of -12 to 12 

degrees. This makes the transient response of X and Y slower (the motions in X 

and Y directions depend on pitching and rolling actions respectively). 

• Due to the first and second derivative terms of the trajectory command in the 

controller equations, a path with a large slope generates large values of these 

terms. This situation may drive the system to go out of stability. For example, 

for the given controller parameters, trajectory speeds of more than 5 m/s in the 

X and Y commands, derives the system out of stability. But of course, it can be 
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improved by changing the controller parameter and mainly, by changing the 

value of the coefficient of the filtered derivative block used.  

 

 

5.3. Future recommendations 

Below are listed some recommendations for the future improvement and 

implementation of the system designed. 

• To eliminate steady-state errors and better performance under disturbances a 

term of integration of the error could be introduced in the sliding surface 

equation. 

• The neural network can be extended so that it can also calculate and update the 

coefficient of the reaching law, .+�. This may result in a better transient 

performance. 

• To fully evaluate the performance of the designed controllers, it should be 

practically implemented. In the future, the author plans to implement the 

designed flight control system in a Pixhawk autopilot system. 
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